Bridging all the ways you work

Bridges II is carefully curated to support the needs of the contemporary workspace. From reception, to team rooms, to focused workspaces and anywhere between, Bridges II makes space for community and connection in any office plan.
Workstations that connect the team

Workstation shown in Walnut Heights with Designer White legs. Framed dividers shown in Tek, Spice. Factor seating shown in Fusion, Graphite seat; Charcoal mesh back with Shadow frame and Shadow armrest pad.
Layer and customize your space

Easily configured as a benching, desking or freestanding system. Bridges II’s kit-of-parts design supports varying levels of privacy and engagement. A range of storage options help shape an office landscape with varying heights and levels of privacy.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](https://www.globalfurniture.com).

Workstation tables shown in White Chocolate with Designer White legs, and storage in Absolute Acajou. Framed dividers in Tek, Glacier. Factor seating shown in Elevate, Mist seat; Silver Grey mesh back with Shadow frame and Shadow armrest pad.
Divide and conquer your area

Workstation tables shown in White Chocolate with Designer White legs, and storage in Absolute Acajou. Framed dividers in Tek, Glacier. Factor seating shown in Elevate, Mist seat; Silver Grey mesh back with Shadow frame and Shadow armrest pad.
Connect and share with others

Create an open and airy feel while supporting team work. Table mounted PET felt acoustic dividers are low enough to promote collaboration, yet high enough to create a sense of privacy and define space. Select the panel that supports the way you work.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](https://www.globalweb.com).
Create a seamless look

Span the entire floor plan from reception to the CEO’s office. Integrated seating, storage and leg options combined with a robust offering of laminates allows you to customize your space and look.
Work and lounge together

Bridges II shown in Walnut Heights with Designer White legs. Sora seating shown in Designtex Tweed Multi, Light Grey with Silver Vue mesh back. Drift seating shown in Luum Digi Tweed, Raspite Tweed. Drift table shown in Walnut Heights with Polished Chrome base.
Transition easily from meet to work

Facilitate the connection of people, ideas and technology. Bridges II media solutions can flex from a workspace to a meeting space with ease. Accommodate a range of group sizes and technology needs in any open or closed space.

Table shown in Walnut Heights with Designer White legs. Drift seating shown in Luum Digi Tweed, Raspite Tweed.
Span any group size

Bring people together in a variety of formats. A simple and flexible design ensures any type of meeting space or size can be created from standard components. Power and data is available above or below the worksurface to facilitate technology needs.
Create casual meeting areas and other places to gather. Bridges II high tables provide places to work, meet or socialize. Available shared leg configurations combine a clean aesthetic with planning flexibility. Low or high partitions for collaborative seating can help define space and provide privacy in open settings.
Create areas for coworking

Provide touchdown and coworking spaces for resident workers and visitors. Available desk-height power provides easy access for plugging in laptops, tablets and phones. Collaborative seating options can be integrated or freestanding to support multiple seating configurations.

Additional information can be found on the Global website.
Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Above: Table and storage shown in White Chocolate with Designer White legs. Prefer seating shown in Arc-Com Sherlock 2, Blueberry, Pool Blue mesh back with Polished Aluminum arms and bases.

Cover: Workstation tables shown in White Chocolate with Designer White legs, storage in Absolute Acajou. Framed dividers in Tek, Smoke. Factor seating shown in Elevate, Fiji seat, Buzz Blue mesh back with Cloud frame and Fog armrest pad.
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